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OUR MISSION

To facilitate retention and creation of jobs and increase prosperity in the Erie region while building the economic
development infrastructure through the acquisition, development and redevelopment of real estate in Erie County and
through grant and lending opportunities to businesses and municipalities.

OUR AFFILIATES

• EIDCO
• Enterprise Development Center of Erie County (EDCEC)
• Erie County Community Services Financing Authority (ECCSFA)
• Erie County General Authority (ECGA)
• Erie County Industrial Development Authority (ECIDA)
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REPORT FROM THE CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER
The dawn of 2021 saw trepidation and even fear among our business community, but the year closed with
hope, optimism and investment in our community. That was certainly true for the Erie County Redevelopment
Authority, which saw a year of resiliency, growth and commitment to our future.
ECRDA’s year was bookended by large investments in industries vital to our regional economy. At the start of
the year, we partnered with the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania and the County of Erie to invest $3 million in
the hospitality industry. And we ended 2021 with nearly another $1 million in American Rescue Plan grants to
our businesses. All told, we assisted 165 diﬀerent businesses with $3.9 million in grant awards.
Our team took signiﬁcant steps to promote equity in our community, launching a Diversity Fund and, for the
ﬁrst time in ECRDA’s history, making a commitment to investing in and building up our minority business sector.
We also targeted industrial blight in the City of Erie, partnering with our aﬃliate, the Enterprise Development
Center of Erie County (EDCEC), to invest in creating quality, ready-to-go sites and buildings.
Not only does this eﬀort aim to create a more livable community for our residents, it also helps
to boost our economy. By developing and creating quality space, we are paving the way for
new investment, new projects, and new businesses to come to our community – and we
are addressing the lack of available industrial and oﬃce space that has been identiﬁed
by an Erie Regional Chamber and Growth Partnership study as a noted limitation in
our region.
To see early progress on this strategy, look no further than the
work underway at two massive former factories in the heart of
the City of Erie. In 2021, we purchased the former EMI building
at West 12th and Cherry streets and the former Quin-T Tech
Paper and Boards building at East 16th and French streets.
We spent the year cleaning up decades of chemicals and other
industrial detritus while preparing the sites for a fresh future.
You’ll read more about these later in this report.
As we look to 2022, we are excited about the possibilities for our
community and the role we can play alongside our many partners to
advance our economy – through enhanced lending opportunities,
site development, and business attraction eﬀorts, all with a
commitment to diversity, equity, and inclusion.

Tina M. Mengine

Erie’s West 12th Street Corridor isn’t just a conduit into the City
of Erie. It also stands as a living monument to Erie’s industrial past.
Legacy manufacturers share sidewalk with smaller start-ups, creating
a pastiche of economic opportunities – past, present and future.
In the center of that corridor is the former Erie Malleable Iron factory –
a hulking brick behemoth sitting squat at the corner of West 12th and
Cherry streets. For generations, it was home to bustling enterprise.
For decades after that, it stood as a silent symbol of a struggling Rust
Belt town. But in 2021, that story began to change.
The Erie County Redevelopment Authority purchased the industrial relic
and immediately launched an extensive cleanup effort. As decades
of industrial waste were cleared away, a new future emerged for the
former EMI site – not a full-out razing nor a complete preservation,
but a combination of the two. Current plans call for a marriage of old
and new, with part of the former foundry standing side by side with new
construction in a high-tech business park.

“Economic development partners like the
ECRDA are critical to our communities’
success. Working with and seeing the
progress being made by ECRDA to assist
businesses impacted by COVID as well as
how they are preparing for growth is so
important and impactful.”

Dennis Davin

Secretary of the Pennsylvania Department of
Community and Economic Development

There is perhaps no greater analogy of the work of the Erie County
Redevelopment Authority in 2021 than the EMI project – honoring the past,
building for the future, and serving the needs of the community. ECRDA is
respecting its roots – and Erie County’s economic heritage – by continuing
to support legacy industries like manufacturing and logistics. But it is also
pairing that work with a focus on the future, whether that is in technology,
entrepreneurial start-ups or a new generation of tourism opportunities.
And through it all, the ECRDA remains committed to:
• Reinvesting in our businesses, through expanded loan opportunities
• Renewing our community, through distribution of grant funding
• Rebuilding our industries, through thoughtful reclamation and reuse
		 of land to benefit business growth
• Reimagining our future, through continued support of employers
		 and a dedication to diversity, equity and inclusion.
It seemed like a tall order, coming in the midst of a pandemic that has
interrupted business around the globe. But disruption breeds opportunity,
and ECRDA was in the right position, at the right time, to lead our
businesses to a brighter future in 2021.
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A Record-Breaking Year for Lending
Despite the uncertainty of the ongoing global pandemic – or perhaps
because of it – the Erie County Redevelopment Authority marked a
record year of providing essential financial support to help local businesses
not just sustain their operations, but also expand or start new ventures.
ECRDA’s lending in 2021 continued to support legacy industries,
as evidenced by a notable $1 million loan to AnDi Properties (Bonbright
Distributors/Allegheny Beverage), which is building a new distribution
center in Fairview Township. But ECRDA lending also expanded into
other areas, most notably through the Diversity Loan Program.
The new program offers micro-loans – ranging from $5,000 to $35,000
– to small businesses owned by a minority or a woman. The key to the
Diversity Loan Program is offering fair and competitive lending rates,

countering the difficulties minority- or woman-owned businesses have
in accessing capital. Now capitalized at $1.25 million, the Diversity Loan
Program issued its first micro-loan in August – $35,000 to help Blue Rock
Construction, a black-owned business, pay for truck upgrades. The Diversity
Loan Program closed out 2021 having issued 12 loans to Erie County small
businesses.
All told, the Erie County Redevelopment Authority issued an unprecedented
$12.2 million in loans in 2021 – that’s 56 total loans, with the average loan
size of about $218,000. That lending doesn’t just provide financing to our
local businesses – it helps those businesses retain or create jobs, stretching
the impact of the Erie County Redevelopment Authority even further.

“Working with ECRDA was such a pleasure. When I realized they
had implemented the Diversity Loan Program, it seemed like
the perfect fit for my company. The application process was
very easy and they were very responsive when communicating
with me. I knew my business was in need of financing in order
for us to grow, but going through a traditional lender always
seemed daunting. I’m glad ECRDA has this program available.
It has allowed us expand our business, even to the point of
hiring our first employee!”

Armondo Reyes

Business owner, whose Lake Erie Woodworks received a Diversity Micro-Loan
for $13,800 for new equipment
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ECRDA IMPACT: A LOGISTICS HUB IS BORN

Bonbright Distributors/Allegheny Beverage had a problem: The Ohiobased multi-state beverage distributor had recently expanded into
Pennsylvania, and it needed a center of operations for its new 13-county
network in Pennsylvania.
Luckily, the solution came once Bonbright/Allegheny connected with the
Erie County Redevelopment Authority, and the company’s long search
ended with an open lot in Fairview Business Park.
“We looked all over,” said John DiMario, Bonbright president. “Fairview
Business Park fit everything we were looking for in terms of location,
aesthetics of the park, the way the property looked. It all matched up.”

The company broke ground on the site in June, and worked with private
developer and general contractor McCormick Structural Systems Inc. to
build a 90,000-square-foot distribution and logistics hub for the northeast
region. But before it could get to that point, Bonbright/Allegheny relied on
the Erie County Redevelopment Authority – for a $1 million low-interest
loan that made the $8 million project possible, but also for support in
getting permit approvals along the path to construction.
“They were with us every step of the way,” DiMario said. “I don’t know if we
could have done this without them.”
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Meet Money Master Chris Groner
Loans at the Erie County Redevelopment Authority all cross the desk of Chris Groner, who is responsible
for managing the authority’s economic development financing programs. Here’s a look at the man behind
the money:

Title:

Vice President of Capital Finance and Lending, ECRDA

What he does:

He manages $45 million in local development resources; helps businesses get the financing they need to
grow; and fills gaps in the system to meet the needs of the business community.

About his background:

Before coming to ECRDA in 2020, he spent 16 years working for the City of Erie, most recently as director of
the Department of Economic and Community Development. All told, he has nearly 30 years of experience
in real estate, finance and economic development. He graduated with distinction from Penn State Behrend
with a degree in Finance.

What you’d be surprised to know:

He served for 10 years as a logistics officer in the U.S. Navy Reserve.

2021 loans
Smallest Loan

$6,000

Largest Loan

$2,250,000
Average Loan

$218,958

Number
of Jobs
Created

206

Number
of Jobs
Retained

724

Total:
56 Loans to County
Businesses for
a Total of

$12,261,619
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Shoring Up Our Tourism Industry
The second year of the COVID-19 pandemic has left Erie County’s
businesses – especially those in the hospitality and tourism industry –
with no shortage of needs. Luckily, there is also no shortage of funds
available to support them.
In 2021, ECRDA distributed a total of $3.9 million in grant funds, benefitting
165 local businesses.
Most notably, ECRDA partnered with Erie County to begin distributing
grant funding from the American Rescue Plan: New Small Business
Grants are designed for businesses that opened after January 2020,
and Local Shuttered Venue Grants are meant to offset losses incurred by
recreation and tourism industries. ECRDA also worked with Erie County
to distribute CHIRP grants, funded by the state’s COVID-19 Hospitality
Industry Recovery Program. Thanks to these three programs, 148 local
applicants negatively affected by the pandemic received more than
$3.8 million.
Grants distributed by ECRDA in 2021 also included $59,000 to 17
applicants through the StARTup Entrepreneurial Fund. The grant
program, which launched in 2020, is designed to support new business
ventures that are creative in nature. This year’s recipients include a
broad range of creative ventures, including traditional performing and
visual arts businesses and entrepreneurs focused on new technology.

“The ECRDA continues to transform the
local landscape by providing guidance to
emerging and existing businesses and
governments with site development and
loan opportunities, as well as distributing
millions of dollars in grant funding.
In other words, ECRDA is the
cornerstone of economic development
in Erie County.”

Kim Clear

2021 Erie County Council Representative, 1st District,
and current Millcreek Township Supervisor
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ECRDA Impact: The Show Must Go On at Kellar’s

“It’s those day-to-day expenses
that we need help with”

The COVID-19 pandemic played an
unfortunate magic trick on the owners of
Kellar’s – it made their customers disappear.

Kellar’s rode out the shutdown and other restrictions, with some stop-andstart openings over the next year. A full year later – in March 2021 – Kellar’s
was able to reopen, although the business operations remain changed
by the pandemic. That’s why the owners were grateful to receive a Local
Shuttered Venue Grant. The grants, funded by the American Rescue Plan
and distributed by ECRDA, are designed to support the recreation and
tourism industry – a perfect fit for a unique venue like Kellar’s.

Co-owners Kristi Lewonas and Bobby Borgia
had only held the reins of the fledgling
magic and comedy club, which took over
the former Jr.’s Last Laugh, for three months
when COVID shutdowns mandated that the
restaurant/theater/bar close its doors in
March 2020.
“Think about magic. It’s all interactive. But
you can’t touch anyone during COVID, can
you?” Lewonas said. “That stalled the vision.”

Kristi Lewonas
and Bobby Borgia

Co-owners, Kellar’s

“That $8,700 pays the rent for the month. It’s those day-to-day expenses
that we need help with – refrigeration breaks, heater breaks,” Lewonas said.
“We’re using it. We’re using it whole-heartedly.”
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ECRDA Impact: Helping Pineapple Eddie
Ride Out the Pandemic
Owning a restaurant during a global pandemic is a bit
like riding a roller coaster. There are full shutdowns, then
takeout options, then reopenings with limited capacity,
then new guidelines, then even newer guidelines. And amid
all of that, there is no longer any predicting the number of
customers on a given week.
“As the COVID numbers ebb and flow in the community,
so does our traffic,” says Karen Thomas, co-owner of
Pineapple Eddie Southern Bistro. “It can change day to day.”
And along with all of that upheaval comes increased
responsibilities and costs. At Pineapple Eddie, like so many
other restaurants, that means new protocols for cleaning
and sanitizing, new expenses for PPE, new costs for takeout
containers – especially the environmentally friendly ones that
Thomas prefers – and, of course, the increased cost of all
supplies.
“The cost of everything has gone up, across the board,”
Thomas said.
A $20,000 grant COVID-19 Hospitality Industry Recovery
Program, or CHIRP, grant has helped Pineapple Eddie stay
afloat during the turbulent times. The restaurant received
the grant, distributed by ECRDA, in April.
“That money has helped with myriad costs,” Thomas said.
“We’ve used it to make payroll, pay for PPE or cleaning
supplies, or just pay day-to-day costs. It has spread throughout
our entire operation, wherever a little help was needed.”

Adrienne Paul, left, and Karen Thomas
Sisters and co-owners, Pineapple Eddie

“The cost of
everything
has gone up,
across the
board”
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2021 Grants Awarded to THE Business Community
165 Businesses Assisted with a Grant for a Total of

$3,917,908

CHIRP Hospitality Grant – 123 Awards

$2,995,000

Shuttered Venue Grant – 17 Awards

$783,908

New Small Business Grant – 8 Awards

$80,000

StARTup Entrepreneur Grant – 17 Awards

$59,000
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From Blight to Bright in Erie’s Inner City
Even as ECRDA has nimbly adjusted to the needs of the business
community by expanding its loan opportunities and distributing grants,
it has remained true to its historical focus on acquiring, developing, and
redeveloping real estate to build out the region’s economic development
infrastructure.
In 2021, ECRDA prioritized fighting industrial blight in the City of Erie’s
urban core. That effort, which continues into 2022, will perhaps be most
visible to citizens through the acquisition and remediation of the former
Erie Malleable Iron site at West 12th and Cherry streets and the former
Quin-T Tech Paper site at East 16th and French streets.

Beyond those two blighted industrial sites, ECRDA is also managing the
Savocchio Opportunity Park, a 19-acre site between Downing Avenue
and Franklin Avenue in the City of Erie. The park, through the Minority
Community Investment Coalition, received $2 million in American
Rescue Fund money from the City of Erie and County of Erie, with the
goal of developing a green business park that will create jobs and
enhance the neighborhood. Look for details and announcements on
the project in 2022. As a partner in that project, ECRDA is once again
showing it has expanded from its industrial roots to become a true
advocate for community development as well as economic growth.

“ECRDA has developed and is aggressively
pursuing a coherent, progressive economic
development growth strategy for Erie County.
This strategy recognizes that existing companies
and out-of-market prospects share common
denominators for long-term success – flexible
financing options, shovel-ready sites and
state-of-the-art move-in facilities. Through
innovative and collaborative programs, policies
and strategies, ECRDA is leading transformational
economic development in Erie County.”

Laith Wardi

President of ExecutivePulse and ECRDA board member

Savocchio Opportunity Park
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ECRDA Impact: EMI an Eyesore No More
The initial exploration inside the Erie Malleable Iron building at West 12th
and Cherry streets was full of discoveries – some good, like the interesting
historical documents that were left behind in former offices; some bad, like
the multi-story pile of coal ash; and some just plain ugly, like the 800 barrels
of caustic chemicals that needed to be safely removed.
But perhaps the best discovery was the most unexpected: That parts of
the block-long complex can be preserved. While the initial assumption was
that the entire site needed to be demolished, ECRDA was able to work with
Bostwick Design Partnership to create a plan that retains and rehabilitates
five buildings on site, including the former office building at the corner of
Cherry Street.
(Continued on next page)
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ECRDA Impact: EMI an Eyesore No More

Perhaps the best
discovery was the
most unexpected:
That parts of the
block-long complex
can be preserved.

Those five buildings will be joined by four new structures, all situated on an open campus with green
spaces, gathering places, and public art. The completed project, old and new, promises to be a high-tech
business park that satisfies a common need for businesses: move-in ready space. The new structures
will be built to suit prospective tenants, though the campus is ultimately expected to be home to a mix of
traditional office and technology space with some light manufacturing.
Much work remains ahead in 2022, including the ongoing renovation of the existing buildings.
Some changes at the site are already noticeable, though, including the removal of the skeletal pedestrian
walkway that formerly stretched across West 12th Street.
Once complete, the former EMI – an eyesore no more – will stand as a testament to Erie’s industrial
heritage, its tenacity and its innovation, as it rebuilds its future on the foundation of its past.
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ECRDA Impact: A Safer, Cleaner Neighborhood
The Quin-T Tech Paper and Boards property at East 16th and French
streets has stood empty for more than three decades. But that doesn’t
mean that it has been completely ignored – it has proved a popular
place for vandals, and Erie firefighters over the course of two years
battled 17 blazes that left the complex unsafe.
In 2021, ECRDA also paid some attention to the blighted buildings –
purchasing the site through its affiliate Enterprise Development
Center of Erie County. With support from the City of Erie and Erie
County, ECRDA has been cleaning up the century-old site of the former
manufacturer, preparing the dilapidated structures for demolition.

The demolition of the site promises to improve the appearance and safety
of the neighborhood, which has in recent years seen a revitalization
through the construction of the new Erie Metropolitan Transit Authority hub.
Although no definite plans have been created to determine what will
become of the Quin-T site, both ECRDA and the City of Erie are prioritizing
input from neighbors and the community at large. The site is being
reclaimed for the benefit of the community, and that community will help
shape its future.
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Total Grant Funds Received by
ECRDA for Projects and Initiatives

$10,443,000
County of Erie ARP
*

$3,367,000

City of Erie ARP

$3,100,000

PA RACP

$2,000,000

PA ISRP

$560,000

CDBG

$500,000

City of Erie (other)

$475,000

County of Erie (other)

$291,000

Erie County Landbank

$150,000

*Does not include pass-through grants for Shuttered Venue or New Small Business

2021 FINANCIALS

TOTAL ASSETS

$24,684,148.80
Current Assets

$16,172,035.55

Checking/Savings

$8,392,145.20

Accounts Receivable

$57,004.00

Fixed Assets

$54,304.83

Other Assets

$8,659.22

2021 FINANCIALS

TOTAL LIABILITIES

$6,948,665.65
Deferred Revenue ARP

$3,526,125.29

Long Term Liabilities

$2,840,116.66

Other Current Liabilities

$525,180.70

Deferred Revenue – Other

$57,243.00

Accounts Payable

$0

2021 FINANCIALS

TOTAL EQUITY

$17,735,483.15

Retained Earnings

$9,203,605.91

Original Capital

$8,000,000.00

Net Income

$531,877.24
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COUNTING ON CHANGE
It’s hard to predict with any degree of certainty what 2022 will bring to
Erie County. In early 2020, we never expected our lives and businesses
to be upended by COVID-19. And even in early 2021, we remained
unsure about what the ongoing pandemic would mean.
Much is the same in 2022, save for two things: First, we can count on
change. It could be a big, visible change, like the demolition of formerly
blighted industrial complex. Or it could be a subtle, intangible change,
like a shift in philosophy to better encompass diversity, equity and
inclusion.
And second, we know that no matter what that change is,
ECRDA will be responsive to it – or even at the heart of it.
In 2022, ECRDA is looking forward to remaining an ally
for business growth and development – whether by
assisting with site selection and financing, as it did with
Bonbright Distributors/Allegheny Beverage; by providing
micro-loans to minority-owned businesses like Lake Erie
Woodworks; by distributing grants to support businesses
like Pineapple Eddie Southern Bistro and Kellar’s; or by
demolishing blight to make way for creative reuse of
inner-city properties like the former EMI and
Quin-T sites.
ECRDA also plans to continue its commitment to diversity,
equity and inclusion. This means expanding its microloans through the Diversity Loan Program; continuing its
efforts to uplift neighborhoods in the city’s urban core;
and committing to minority hiring on construction
projects and related workforce training.

It’s a new way of thinking for ECRDA, but that, too, is a reflection of our
new world. We can’t afford to allow things to be business as usual –
not when COVID threatens our families, our livelihoods, our communities
and our economy. We need to be agile and proactive – protecting our
industrial roots while embracing the opportunities of new technologies
and new businesses.
No matter what 2022 brings, however, you can be certain that the Erie
County Redevelopment Authority team is ready – to adapt, to assist and
to innovate. As always, it is our honor to have a role in creating a vibrant,
diverse and attractive economy for Erie County.

1314 Griswold Plaza
Suite 200
Erie, PA 16501
814.480.0337
ecrda.net

